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Since our founding, as a pioneer in the foundation industry, we are working on the
development of construction technology to meet the world's needs on the frontlines.
As for working at various job sites in adverse conditions, we have been very successful all
across the country. Also, due to the increasing frequency of natural disasters, we have
expanded into research and development in disaster prevention. In 2015, we celebrated
the 50th anniversary of our company.

About us

ṲCompany nameẅẅẅẅẅᴾKochi Marutaka Corporation
Ṳᅈ ᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾӸẅẅẅẅఇࡸ˟ᅈᴾ᭗ჷɺ᭗
ṲCEOẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅ ẅẅẅHIROSHIGE TAKANO
Ṳˊᘙӕዸࢫ˟ᧈ ᴾẅᴾᴾᴾ᭘ᴾ࠼ᒔ
ṲCOOẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅᴾICHIRO TAKANO
ṲFoundingẅẅẅẅ ẅẅẅᴾJuly 1, 1965
Ṳˊᘙӕዸࢫᅈᧈ ẅẅẅ᭘ᴾɟᢹ
ṲEstablishmentẅẅẅẅ
Sep 11,1967
Ṳо ẅẅẅẅẅẅᴾಅẅẅẅẅଯԧᵒᵎ࠰ᵕஉᵏଐẅᵆᵏᵗᵔᵓ࠰ᵇ
ṲCapitalẅẅẅẅẅ
ẅẅ 20 million yen
Ṳᚨ ẅẅẅẅẅᴾᴾᴾᇌẅẅẅẅଯԧᵒᵐ࠰ᵗஉᵏᵏଐᴾᵆᵏᵗᵔᵕ࠰ᵇ
ṲEmployeesẅẅẅẅẅẅ ẅẅ79 peopleẅ(Jan. 2017)
ṲBusinessẅẅẅ
ẅẅẅᴾSpecial foundation work (large diameter rock drilling,
Ṳ ẅᴾᴾஜẅẅᴾᴾẅẅẅẅᵐᵊᵎᵎᵎɢό
ẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅᴾearth retaining-deterrence piles, bridge construction,
Ṳࢼ ᴾಅᴾᴾᴾՃẅᴾૠẅẅẅẅᵕᵗʴẅᵆᵐᵗ࠰ᵏஉྵנᵇᴾ
ẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅᴾwell drilling construction work, etc.) bridges, earth
Ṳʙ ᴾಅᴾẅϋᴾẅܾẅẅẅẅཎഷؕᄽʙᵆٻӝࢲޥႴЪ܉ẆםသὉ৮ഥẆనʙẆʟৎʙሁᵇ
ẅẅẅẅẅẅᴾretaining wall, steel pipe sheet pile / steel pipe pile construction,
ẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅˎᚨఠὉޛသʙẆᥟሥჵெὉᥟሥʙẆעႴોᑣẆئὉขᄽʙ ẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅᴾground improvement, place striking Ὁ deep pile construction,
ẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅᴾdesign of steel products / construction machinery /
ẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅనὉᥟᤧᡯཋὉᚨೞὉ᧸ถᙌԼỉᚨᚘẆನᡯᚘምẆᙌ˺
ẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅᴾdisaster prevention products, structural calculation,ẅ
ẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅɟᑍםஙẆᚐ˳ʙẆมʙẆೞᥟἼὊἋᝤ٥Ẇೞ֥φᚨፗʙሁẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅᴾcivil engineering, demolition work, all types of heavy machinery
ẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅᴾequipment and steel material are lease or sales, etc.
Ṳ ᴾᴾẅỺᴾᴾᴾἼᴾᴾỴᴾẅẅଐஜμὉෙٳ
ṲConstruction areaẅẅẅ Japan / Overseas

న

Bridges

ؕᄽʙ

Foundation constructions

᧸ᙌԼ

ṲᵱᶏᵡἦỴඥẅɥᢿἣἽࡸ ṲᵱᶏᵡἦỴඥẅᤚఐὉἚἻἋἑỶἩ
ṲἋἘἕἩἨἼἕἊ
ṲᵱᶏᵡἦỴඥẅ᪽ᵡᵟᵮࡸ
ṲᵱᶏᵡἦỴඥẅἊἵἃἕἚἑỶἩ

ṲἒỸὅἈἭὊἽἡὅἰὊඥẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅ
ṲἢỶἨἿἧỻὅἇὊඥ
ṲἢỶἨἿἧỻὅἇὊὺἓἵἕỿὅἂࡸɶؗἘὊἨἽἰἉὅඥ
ṲἋὊἣὊỾỶἛἣỶἽඥ

Ṳኵᇌࡸᐯᑋᑖ
ṲඬᢤᩊἉỹἽἑὊ
ṲࠇẨࡸἆὅἛἻẅ
Ṳ൦ᨕɲဇ˺ಅ
ᴾᴾ

ṲSqC/Top panel preceded
construction method
ṲSqC/Pile head cap method
ṲSqC/Jacket type
ṲSqC/Girder bridge
ṲStep bridge

ṲDown-the-hole hammer method
ṲVibrodriver performance method
ṲVibrodriver+chucking type ẅẅ
ẅinternal excavation table
ẅmachine method
ṲSuper guide pile method

ṲSectional self-propulsion work barge
ṲTsunami refuge shelter
ṲHand-winding type gondla
ṲPlatform amphibious vehicle
ṲFootbridge
ṲTsunami evacuation tower
ṲTsunami evacuation boat
ṲRescue boat

Disaster products
Ṳʴᢊ
ṲඬᢤᩊἑὁὊ
ṲἧἿὊἚࡸඬᢤᩊᑖᴾᴾ
ṲੲἥὊἢὊ

Ӗចɼᙲܱጚ

1999

2003
2004

Major awards

ᵏᵏ࠰ࡇẅםங˟ܖᘙࢧẅ২ᘐыіចẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅ

םʩᡫᘍ᧙̞ыіᎍᘙࢧἅἋἚถׄᧈޅͳૢ૾עច

Technical Merits Award of the Japan Society of Civil Engineers

Cost Reduction Premium by The Ministry ofẅLand,Infrastructure,Transport
Shikoku Regional Development Bureau

ᇹᵑ ׅ᭗ჷỺἅငಅٻច ২ᘐច

2008

ᚨᨽဇોծਖ਼ᡶ˟ٻẅ᭗ჷჄჷʙᘙࢧ
Superior Enterprise for Employments Support Prize of Kochi Prefecture Governer

Kochi Environmental Industry Grand Prize | Technology Award

ᇹᵏᵗ ׅ᭗ჷჄئעငಅٻច
Kochi Local Industry Grand Prize | Grand Prize

ׄ؏עငಅ২ᘐਖ਼ᡶᝡྂ˖ಅሁᘙࢧẅẅ

2009

ᵐᵏ࠰ࡇׄ૾עႆଢᘙࢧႆଢң˟᭗ჷჄૅᢿᧈច
Invention Prize by Japan Institute of Invention and Innovation Kochi Branch Manager

Shikoku Industrial Technology Contributor Award of The Shikokuẅẅẅẅ

ׄኺฎငಅᧈޅចὉ؏עငಅ২ᘐᝡྂច
2005

ᵐᵐ࠰ࡇםʩᡫᘍ᧙̞ыіᎍᘙࢧΟᑣɦᛪ˖ಅᘙࢧ

Economy and Industry Bureau Director General's Prize

ᇹᵓׅẅ᭗ჷỺἅငಅٻចẅ২ᘐច

2010

Corporation award for the excellent subcontractor by The Ministry of Land,
Infrastructure,Transport and Tourisum in Japan

Kochi Environmental Industry Grand Prize | Technology Award

ᇹᵏᵎׅẅםஙሥྸ২ٟ২ᘐᛯ૨ᴾஇΟᅵ২ᘐᛯ૨ច
Best paper of Japan federation of Construction Management Engineers Associatio

ᇹᵔ ׅ᭗ჷỺἅငಅٻច ٻច

2011

ிଐஜٻᩗᘮעỉࣄὉࣄᐻỆᝡྂẲẺ
ɶ˖ݱಅኺฎငಅٻᐫᘙࢧ
Small and Medium Sized Enterprise Award Received for Contribution to The Restoration and
Revival Activity in The Disaster Area Caused by The Great Eastern Japan Earthquake

Kochi Environmental Industry Grand Prize | Grand Prize

2006

ׄ؏עငಅ২ᘐᝡྂច
ᝠׇඥʴׄငಅὉ২ᘐਰᐻἍὅἑὊྸʙᧈច
Shikoku Technical Merits Award Industry & Technology Promotion Center Chairman's Prize

2012

ᇹᵏᵐׅ᭗ჷỺἅငಅٻច ཎКច
Kochi Environmental Industry Grand Prize | Special Award

ᇹᵐׅẅờỉỀẪụଐஜٻចẅׄኺฎငಅᧈޅច
Japan Basic Manufacturing Technology Grand Prize The Shikoku Economy and Industry Bureau
Director General's Prize

2007

2013

ᇹᵐᵐ ׅ᭗ჷჄئעငಅٻច ڜѕច

ᇹᵏᵑׅ᭗ჷỺἅငಅٻច ২ᘐច
Kochi Environmental Industry Grand Prize | Technology Award

Kochi Local Industry Grand Prize | Encourage Prize

ᵏᵗ࠰ࡇẅםஙૅׄ˟ܖᢿᘙࢧẅ২ᘐыіច
Japan Society of Civil Engineers Shikoku Chapter Technical Merits Award

2014

םʩᡫႾẅแਖ਼ڜᢠܭ২ᘐ
Ministry of Land,Infrastructure,Transport Selection Quasi-Recommended Technology

םʩᡫႾẅแਖ਼ڜ২ᘐඥ

Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, TransportẅSelection Quasi-Recommended Technology

ᥟሥఠẅᵱᶏᵡἦỴඥẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾNETIS QS-020042-Vẅ
SqC Pier Method

ᵱᶏᵡἦỴඥỊẆૅ௵ỆᥟሥửဇẟẺẆఠấợỎನӨỂẆئᙌ˺ỆềἣἽ҄ẰủẺɥᢿửᚨፗẲẺࢸẆૅਤᵆ
ᥟሥᵇửᚨẴỦɥᢿἣἽέᘍᚨඥểẆૅਤᵆᥟሥᵇửέỆᚨẲẆ᪽ỿἵἕἩửʼẲềɥᢿểᡲኽẴỦ᪽ỿ
ἵἕἩඥầẝỦẇ
SqC Pier Method is a construction method that uses the steel pile pipes to construct piers. SqC Pier method has two
methods: The Top Panel Preceded Construction Method, and the Pile Head Cap Method.
ɥᢿἣἽࡸ

᪽ᵡᵟᵮࡸ

แਖ਼ڜᢠܭ২ᘐỉМໜ
ὉᚨᚘỂỉᚨᚘಅѦൔ᠋౨᚛ݣᝋ২ᘐ
ὉႆදỂỉẐዮӳᚸ̖૾ࡸẑỂỉьໜ
ὉܦỂỉẐʙጚᚸ̖ẑỂỉьໜ
Ὁஊဇễૼ২ᘐểẲề୍ӏ̟ᡶỉݣᝋểễỦᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾ
The advantage of the quasi-recommended selection technology.
ὉThe compared subject technology of design work at the time of design.
ὉAdditional in the "comprehensive evaluation system" at the time of ordering.
ὉAdditional in the "construction grade" at the time of completion.
ὉAs a useful new technology which become the target of promotion.

Top Panel Preceded Construction Method

ἋἘἕἩἨἼἕἊ

Step Bridge

ᤚఐὉἚἻἋἑỶἩ

Pile Head Cap Method

ἊἵἃἕἚἑỶἩ

Girder Bridge

Jacket Type

ὁὅἑἕἓ˦నඥẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾNETIS SK-160003-Aẅ
One-Touch Brace Method

ẝỤẦẳỜئᙌ˺ẲẺᢿửྵئỂעኵẲẆעɥ
Ể˦నửኵᇌềἁἾὊὅỂӵᡂỚૅ௵Ệӕụ˄Ậ
Ủẇӕ˄˺ಅỊᐯࠁଞᨀࡸཎᚩἆὅἛἻử̅ဇẴỦ
ẮểỆợụẆԼឋὉܤμࣱỉӼɥẆჺầӧᏡẇ
Most of the partsare made in the factory beforehand. Following
transportation to the job site, the parts can be assembled, welded and set to
steel pipe piles using the footholds on gondolas. Using methods such as these
insures the safety of the workers as well as being very time efficient.

Ṟئᙌ˺ẲẺᢿử
ᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾྵئỂעኵᴾ
Setting members in the field

ṟὁὅἑἕἓ˦నử
ᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾኵᇌ

Ṡὁὅἑἕἓ˦నử
ᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾӵᡂớᴾᴾᴾᴾ

Assembling one-touch brace

Hanging one-touch brace

ṡᐯࠁଞᨀࡸཎᚩᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾ
ἆὅἛἻ̅ဇẲӕ˄ᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾ
Mounting

ɥᢿἣἽέᘍᚨඥ

ᥟሥỿἵἕἩඥ

Top Panel Preceded Construction Method

ṠɥᢿἣἽྵئᚨ

Pile Head Cap Method

ṡૅਤᚨ

ṞɥᢿἣἽئᙌ˺
ᴾᴾ ᶒop panel factory production

ṟɥᢿἣἽྵئኵᇌ
top panel field assembly

top panel site construction

ṢఌἴἽἑἽᚨ

ṣ᪽ᢿϼྸ

Ṥ᪽ᢿټᔟӕ˄

ṥᙴெ עᙴᚨፗ

processing pile head

mounting pile head canopy

constructing covering plate

pouring mortar

ᴾ

drilling bearing pile

ṟૅਤᚨ

Ṟݰᚨፗ
constructing guide members

ṡૅਤ᪽Џૺ
processing pile head

ṠఌἴἽἑἽᚨ
pouring mortar

drilling bearing pile

Ṣ᪽ỿἵἕἩӕ˄
attaching pile head cap

ṣɥᢿᚨፗ
constructing superstructure

Ṥᙴெᚨፗ
constructing covering plate

ᴾᴾ

ᥟሥỿἵἕἩඥỉМໜ

ɥᢿἣἽέᘍᚨඥỉМໜ
Ὁئᙌ˺ỉɥᢿἣἽửྵעኵᇌỆợụẆችࡇỉӼɥẇྵ˺עಅЪถẇ
ὉἣἽɥỉỾỶἛợụẆૅਤửẴỦẮểỆợụẆݰɧᙲẇችࡇӼɥẇ
ὉἣἽɥỂμ˺ಅửᘍạẮểỆợụẆ࣯ễעɥ˺ಅỉЪถỆợỦẆܤμࣱỉӼɥửᄩ̬ẇ

ὉૅਤửᥟሥỆẴỦẮểỂẆбࣱầࢍộụẆឬٻἋἣὅૅ᧓ᧈửӧᏡểẲẆ
ᴾૅਤૠẆἨἾἋ൦ᚨፗૠửЪถẇ
ὉૠὉἋἣὅૅ᧓ૠửЪถẴỦẮểỆợụẆჺὉјྙࣱႎễầӧᏡẇ
ὉᏩᵏᵓᾼộỂỊҾЩἨἾἋẆ൦ầɧᙲỂẆ᭗˺ಅửЪถẇឱئᚨፗỉ࣏ᙲử
ẅẪẲẆ൦ɶ᧹ܹྙửถݲẲẆؾỆΟẲẪẆࣱὉܤμࣱỉӼɥửᄩ̬ẇ

Advantage

Advantage

ὉThe construction precision is improve by the local assembly of the superstructure panel of factory production. Field work reduction.
ὉBy the guide on the panel to the construction of the support piles, the guide members are unnecessary. Accuracy improvement.
ὉEnsuring safety by reducing steep ground work, because all operations are done on the panel.

ܹࣄဇểẲềیщửႆੱᴾᴾᴾᴾ
ṲᵱᶏᵡἦỴඥ

ὉIntensified rigidity by using the steel pipe piles to support piles, that allows the ultra-large-span of span length and reduce the
number of brace and pile.
ὉBy reducing the number of span and pile, shortening the construction period and efficiency construction is possible.
ὉUntil 15m of pier, the conecting beams and braces are unnecessary that can reduce hight work. Also the scaffolding is
unnecessary, that can reduce water inhibition rate and friedly to Eliminates the need for scaffolding installation, to reduce the
water inhibition rate, friendly to the environment, and ensure the improvement of the construction and safety.

It is quite useful as a disaster recovery bridge
ṲᵱᶏᵡἦỴἋἘἕἩἨἼἕἊඥ

SqC Pier Method

Step Bridge

ग़ۧჄᾉ̬ٻஙܹᢊែࣄʙ

ډᑣჄᾉ৵ᇌעғ᧸Ẹỉ˂ʙ

᭗ჷჄᾉᢊᵒᵗᵑӭዴᢊែܹࣄʙ

Ehime/Ofuki disaster road restoration work

Nara/Oritate disaster prevention work

Kochi/National Highway 493 Line road disaster restoration work

ᴾᴾ

ᴾ

᧲ޟჄᾉࠊᢊ῍ɺޛዴܹࣄʙ
Gifu/ road disaster restoration work
ᴾ

Construction Results of SqC Pier Method
ᵱᶏᵡἦỴඥẅܱጚᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾ

ʙӸᾉټὈແἒἲϐႆἚὅἽ
ᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾ્්ᚨͳ්λᢿᚨʙ
Project Name: Amagase Dam Redevelopmentẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅ
ẅᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾTunnel Spillway Inlet Portion Construction

ʙئᾉʮᣃࡅ

ẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅ

Site: Kyoto

ʙϋܾᾉᵱᶏᵡἦỴɥᢿἣἽẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅ

ʙӸ≝Ⴤᢊ˙ʶ෭ዴɦ⇴ʙ
Project Name: Ino Niyodo line Shimonotani Bridge Construction

ʙئ≝᭗ჷჄ‒‒‒‒‒‒‒⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙
Site: Kochi

ʙϋܾ≝⇟⇬⇩⇽⇼∐⇩⇞
Project: Step Bridge

Project: SqC Pier Top Panel Preceded Construction Method

ࠢ‒≝ ‒‒‒⊐․†ᧈ≝…†‥⊐‒‒ᧈ≝‣‒⊐‧†

ࠢᴾᾉᵏᵖᵌᵎ῍ᵔᵒᵌᵎᶋᴾᴾᴾᧈᾉᵕᵔᶋẅᴾᧈᾉᵏᵐᵌᵓ῍ᵒᵐᵌᵎᶋᴾᴾ

Bridge wide: 69.2m Bridge length: 84.3m Pile length: 19.5m⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙

Bridge wide: 18.0῍64.0m Bridge length: 76m Pile length: 12.5῍42.0mẅ
ẅẅẅẅ

ʙӸ≝ૼӸᅕ᭗ᡮᢊែ߷שᇹɤʙ

ʙӸ≝ɶᢿ್ૺᐯѣᢊ‒உଢ߷ɦᢿʙ

Project Name: Bogawa Third Bridge Construction

Project Name: Getsumeikawa Bridge Construction

ʙئ≝τࡉჄ⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙

ʙئ≝ᧈჄ‒‒‒‒‒‒‒⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙

Site: Hyogo

Site: Nagano

ʙϋܾ≝⁅‵⇺⇈᪽‵″⁂ඥ

ʙϋܾ≝⁅‵⇺⇈᪽‵″⁂ඥ”ᤚఐ

Project: SqC Pier Pile Head Cap Method

Project: SqC Pier Pile Head Cap Method+Plate Girder Bridge

ࠢ‒≝ †•⊐‒‒‒ᧈ≝ ․•⊐‒‒‒ᧈ≝‥†‧⊐‒⅙⅙

ࠢ‒≝†•⊐‒‒‒ᧈ≝ †•⊐‒⅙ᧈ≝‣․†•⊡․†•⊐‒

Bridge wide: 7.0m ⅙Bridge length: 720m⅙Pile length: 38.5m ⅙⅙⅙

Bridge wide: 8.0m Bridge length: 86.0m Pile length: 12.0⊡28.0m ⅙⅙

ʙӸ≝ݱჽҾ߷⇦∆ݰ൦ᚨᚨʙ

ʙӸ≝ଐᇌᡯᑔᑈᰋ⇕⇩⇯‒ئਘࢌʙ

Project Name: Koishiwaragawa Dam Headrace Facilities Construction

Project Name: Maizuru Plant Dock Expansion Construction

ʙئ≝ᅦޢჄ

ʙئ≝ʮᣃࡅ‒‒‒‒‒‒‒⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙

Site: Fukuoka

Site: Kyoto

ʙϋܾ≝⁅‵⇺⇈ɥᢿ⇷⇳∑”᪽‵″⁂ඥ

ʙϋܾ≝⁅‵⇮∏⇟∌⇱⇩⇮ඥ

Project: SqC Pier Top Panel Preceded Construction Method⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙
⅙⅙⅙+Pile Head Cap Method

Project: SqC Pier Truss Unit Construction Method

ࠢ ≝ †• ‒⅙ᧈ≝…․• ⅙‒ᧈ≝…•
Bridge wide: 7.0m⅙Bridge length: 420m ⅙Pile length: 40m⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙

ࠢ‒‣•†• ‒⅙ᧈ‒‣‧•†• ‒⅙ᧈ‒‥ †• ‒‒
Bridge wide: 10.0m Bridge length: 150.0m Pile length: 37.0m

ἒỸὅἈἭὊἽἡὅἰὊЪඥᴾᴾ᷑ᵑᵓᵎᶋᶋ῍ᵐᵓᵎᵎᾼᾼ
‒Ъޥೞ↗ӷಮ↚⅚⇹⇩⇮↚એ∈∞⇝∍∙⇁ɨⅷЪↆ⅚⇙∙⇽−⇩⇛∞ⅺ↸↝⇎⇈∞↖⇵∙∄∞
⇺⇟⇮∙⇁ࢮࣄᢃѣↄ↊⅚έᇢ⇹⇩⇮↝ᘔએщ↖ޥႴ⇁ᄊᄃↈ↺ඥ↖ⅱ↺⅛Ъ↷↚∞⇈⇎↞ם
↹עɥ↚ԉɥↁ⅚עɥ↝ᨼػᘺፗ↚↷→↕ɟ૾Ӽ↚ᨼᆢↄ↻↺⅛
A method of drilling a borehole using a pneumatic,percussive hammer drill.The rock is fragmented by the repeated impact by the drill
bit.The chisel-shaped bit is repeatedly struck against the rock to form a hole. Sludge and debris is brought by air pressure to the surface and
is sent off to one side by collection unit.

ཎࣉ⅙

Advantage

∝ብݣػሊ⅚᧸᪦᧸ਰ⅚Ъםϼྸ‒‒‒

∝ನᡯⅻ⇝∙⇽∑↙↰ෞ᎔Լⅻಊ↰↕↙ݲⅾ⅚
⅙Ўᚐኵᇌⅻܾତ⅛
∝ਘࢲ⇹⇩⇮⇵∙∄∞↚↷↹⅚ⅱ↸↵↺ߐࣱْ
⅙עႴ↚ↆܭܤᆭ⇁ЪӧᏡ⅛
∝൦ɶ⅚ʝ↝↖םࢊ᠂⅚ޖⅻӧᏡ⅛
∝ٶಮ↙⇿∞⇟∄⇝∙↗↝ኵ↮ӳ↾↊↚↷↹⅚
⅙ࠢ࠼ⅾ↖ࣖݣⅼ↺⅛
∝ɟᑍםჿⅺ↸ᄒ᠃∝ޥჽ∝ྚჽሁ↝ᩊЪ↚ޖ
⅙ٻӝࢲٻขࡇ⅚Ꮱྙ↷ⅾЪ↖ⅼ↺⅛
∝It is easy to assemble and disassembe because of the simple structure.
∝Able to drill holls in disintegrating ground by using the diameter expansion ⅙⅙
⅙bit hammers.
∝Able to construt in water, alternation of stratas, and soft grounds.
∝By the combination with some variety of base machines, it can handle a
⅙wide range of construction.
∝Able to drill large depth large bore efficiently in all hardly excavated layers.

⇬∞⇼∑∄⇝∙ࡸ ‒‒‒‒‒‒Table⅙Machine

Down-the-Hole Hammer Method

ਘࢲ⇹⇩⇮⇵∙∄∞ࡸ‒‒‒‒⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙Expanded Diameter Bit‒Hammer Type
൦ɶ˺ಅ⅚᠃ჽ∝ྚჽ↧↝Ъ⇁∞∄∙⇵⅚↞↖܉
৷ⅾ↗ُ᩿ⅻߐْↆᆭⅻЈஹ↙ⅳ↰⅚ਘࢲ⇹⇩
⇮⋋⋞⋐⊱↚↕ᥟሥ≋⇗∞⇝∙⇖≌⇁ӷЪ↺ↈ܉
ʙ↚↷↹⅚ُ̬܉ᜱ⅚ߐْ⇁ഥ↰↙ⅻ↸Ъ⅚ࢸ܉
⇗∞⇝∙⇖⇁സↆ↭↭⅚ਘࢲ⇹⇩⇮⇁ࡽݱ৷⅛
μ˳

⇹⇩⇮ਘٻ

⇹⇩⇮ݱ

Drilling soil treatment
During drilling the piles into cobblestones or underwater, the wall
surface will be collapsed while pulling out the hammer, and the hole can
not be formed. Therefore, on these works, the expanded diameter bit
hammer often be used, because it can drill the steel pipe pile
simultaneously, stop collapse by the main pipe while drilling.

ᥟሥݱ

ᥟሥਘٻ

ᡶೞ
ᥟሥ
∓⇩⇮

ݱ

⇵∙∄∞
ਘࢲ⇹⇩⇮ਘٻ

ਘٻ

ᥟሥჵெ⅙ɶؗਘࢲ⇹⇩⇮ࡸ‒‒‒‒⅙⅙⅙Steel Pipe Sheet Pile Internal Expansion
‣†ᥟሥჵெዒᢿέᘍЪ܉
ℲᥟሥჵெዒᢿέᘍЪ܉ᑵ⇡⇩⇮

ℳᥟሥჵெዒᢿέᘍЪ܉

ℴ⇵∙∄∞∓⇩⇮ࡽ৷

ℶ⇗∞⇝∙⇖ࡽ৷

ℵჿ؈

ᡶೞ

ᥟሥዒᢿ⇁έᘍЪↆ܉ჿፗ੭ࢸ⅚
ᥟሥჵெϋ↧ਘ⇁∞∄∙⇵⇮⇩⇹ٻ
λↆ⅚ɶ↖ؗЪ⅚܉ᥟሥέᇢએ
ӷᝦλඥ⅛

⇶⇊⇼∓
⇗∞⇝∙⇖
∓⇩⇮

⇶⇗⇩⇮
⇗∞⇝∙⇖

⇦⇌∙⇜∁∞∑⇵∙∄∞
ਘ⇮⇩⇹ٻ
ჿ؈

․†ᥟሥჵெஜሥᚨ
Ⅎᥟሥჵெஜሥᚨᑵ⇡⇩⇮

μԗࡸ᠃ׅӵᒵ⇁↚ࠢٻЪถЈஹ⅚˺ಅҞࢲ↝ٻⅼⅳ↳᭗
˯ࠀ↝ⅱ↺↚ဇ⅛ɟᑍםឋⅺ↸ᄒឋޥႴ↭↖ЪӧᏡ⅛
It adopted in the construction of all around rotation, large work radius or difference in
height. Able to excavate from the general soils to the hard rocks.

⇐∞⇒∞ӵɦࡸ‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒Auger⅙Hanging
ᡮ↳ⅺ↚ↈ↺ↂ↗ⅻ↖ⅼ↺↰⅚᧓Сᨂ↳᭗˯ࠀСᨂ↝ⅱ↺
ئ↖↝↚ⅹⅳ↕⅚ٻⅼ↙ௐ⇁ɥↁ↺ↂ↗ⅻ↖ⅼ↺⅛

ℳ᠂ࢊޖέᘍᚨ

ℴ⇦⇌∙⇜∁∞∑⇵∙∄∞⇡⇩⇮

ℵᄒឋ∑∞∁⇜∙⇌⇦ޖЪ܉

ℶ⇶⇊⇼∓⇻⇏∙⇛∞ආ

⅏⇶⇊⇼∓⇻⇏∙⇛∞ᡂɧӧ
∞∄∙⇵ןஇኳએ

⇶⇊⇼∓

After the preceding drilling and sand replace at the
steel pipe joint, insert the expanding bit hammer
into the steel pipe sheet pile, then drilling internally.
Penetrating with striking the steel pipe tip.

ᥟሥჵெ

⇧∉⇩⇓∙⇖ࡸ⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙
⇬∞⇼∑∄⇝∙

∞∄∙⇵ן

∓⇩⇮
⋁⋟⊴⋞⊼⋟⋏⊱⋚
⋋⋞⋐⊱

ዒᢿέᘍЪ܉
⅙⅙ჿ؈

ᥟሥჵெஜሥᚨ

⇕−∞∙∐∞⇦∞ࡸ∝⇼∞∆⇮⇩⇽⇡⇩⇮ࡸ‒‒⅙⅙⅙Crane Leader Type ∝ Boom Top Set Type

It is possible to construction quickly, and when constructing at the location of the time limit or
height difference limit, it is able to increase the construction results.

∐∞⇦∞−⇟ࡸ‒‒‒‒⅙⅙Leader⅙Less
ᡮᄒឋעႴ↖⅚ఐɦ↝˯ᆰ᧓↳ᨣᆰ᧓↙↘ӈↆⅳவˑɦ↖یщ
⇁ႆੱ⅛⇚∆⇓∉⇥ˁಮ⅛ኵᇌᚐ˳ⅻɧᙲ⅛
It is quite useful for severe conditions such as hard ground, low space or narrow space under
the bridge.

ɤໜೞࡸ‒‒‒‒⅙⅙⅙Three⅙Points
∐∞⇦∞⇐∞⇒∞ᘺͳ↚↷↹್ਰⅻ↙ⅾ᭗ⅳᤲႺችࡇⅻࢽ↸↻↺⅛
ᘙםⅺ↸ޥႴ↭↖⇐∞∑∏⇌∙⇯↙ЪᏡщ⇁ਤ↓⅛
With the leader auger equipment, that there is no lateral vibration and has high vertical
accuracy of drill. In addition, it has all-round drilling ability from topsoil to rock.

Ⅶئ∝ขᄽⅧ⅙ᑵ৷έᘍЪࡸ‒‒‒‒⅙Ⅶ Cast-In-Place Pile∝Caisson Pile Ⅷ⅙Corer Lead‒Excavation
μ⇖∙⇝∞⇗∑∞⇐᠃ׅЪ܉ೞ↝Ꮱщ⇁‥⊡‧̿
⇈⇩⇽⅛ᄒឋעႴ⇁έᘍЪ↺ↈ܉ↂ↗↚↷↹⅚Ъⅻ
ྸ↙ⅾ↖ⅼ⅚⇙⇟⇮∝ᆉ⇁Ъถↆඥ⅛ขᄽ
↚↱ஊј⅛
The construction ability of all around rotation casing drilling machine will
increase 3⊡5 times. It is a constructioncan method that can drill to the hard
grounds without difficulty, and reduce the cost and processes. Also effective in
deep piles.

ૼႆඥᴾᴾᴾẅ

ૼႆẅἒỸὅἈἭὊἽἡὅἰὊЪඥᴾᴾẅᴾᴾᴾ

New Development Method

New Down-the-Hole Hammer Method

⇯∐∐∙⇖⇽−⇟ඥ‒≋ឬ˯ᬳ᪦∝ឬ˯ਰѣ⅙ᥟሥɶןؗλඥ‒≌

∐∙⇖⇹⇩⇮ඥ⅙⅙⅙⅙

Drilling Press Method (ultra-low noise and ultra-low vibration steel pipe internal excavation method)

Ring Bit Construction Method
⇗∞⇝∙⇖
casing

∐∙⇖⇹⇩⇮

Ⅎ∐∙⇖⇹⇩⇮⇵∙∄∞⇡⇩⇮
‚ᚨӧᏡ≌↖↭ޖ

ℳЪ܉

ℴ∐∙⇖⇹⇩⇮⇵∙∄∞ࡽ৷

ℵ⇵∙∄∞∓⇩⇮ࡽ৷

NETISẅKT-100011-VR

ℶ⇗∞⇝∙⇖ࡽ৷

⇗∞⇝∙⇖

ring bit

∝Use for hard ground.
∝ᄒឋעႴ↚⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙‒⅛ࣖݣ
∝Applied steel pipe ₥600mm ~ 1500mm.
∝ᢘဇᥟሥ‒₥ ••
⊡‣‧••
⅛⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙
∝High accuracy.
∝᭗ችࡇ⅛⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙
∝Ultra-low noise and ultra-low vibration.
∝ឬ˯ᬳ᪦‒‡‒ឬ˯ਰѣ⅛⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙
∝Use the lightweight rotating reaction
∝᠉᠃ׅӒщᘺፗဇ⅛
force apparatus.

∐∙⇖⇹⇩⇮
∐∙⇖⇹⇩⇮⇵∙∄∞

᠂ࢊޖ

∐∙⇖⇹⇩⇮⇵∙∄∞
ring bit hammer

∐∙⇖⇹⇩⇮⇵∙∄∞

ᄒឋޥႴޖ

ring bit hammer

Ъܦ܉ʕࢸ⅚∐∙⇖⇹⇩⇮⇵∙∄∞⇁

⇗∞⇝∙⇖ᘺბࢸ

∓∞⇥∐∞⇽−⇟ඥ‒≋ᥟሥ≋ჵெ≌⅙ן᠃ׅλඥ‒≌

before casing mounted

after casing mounted

ᡞ᠃ↆ⅚⇗∞⇝∙⇖↗Џ↹ᩉↆ⅚ࡽ৷

⇗∞⇝∙⇖ᘺბЭ

⇻∓∞

Rotary Press Method (steel pipe (sheet pile) pile rotary press fitting method)

construction flow

∝⇝∑⇮⅚ჿᅃ⅚ྚჽ⅚᠃ჽ⅚᠂⅚ޥᄒ↧ޥ
⅙ྸ↙ⅾЪ܉ⅻӧᏡ⅛
∝ٻขࡇЪ↚܉Οˮࣱ⇁ႆੱ⅛
∝᭗ⅳᤲႺችࡇ⇁ᄩ̬⅛
∝൦ɶЪ⅚ჿ⅚ఌሁ⇁දλӧᏡ⅛
∝ٳԗ⇗∞⇝∙⇖̅ဇ↚↷↹⅚ᬳ᪦ਰѣ⇁˯ถ⅛

∝᭗ᡮן᠃ׅλ⅛
∝˯ᬳ᪦∝˯ਰѣ⇙∙⇷⇕⇮ןλೞဇ⅛
∝․Ө↝Ӓщ⇕∏∙⇽ೞನ↖ןλ↚࣏ᙲ↙Ӓщ⇁ᄩ̬ↈ
⅙↺↰⅚⇙∙⇷⇕⇮↖᠉⅛
∝Ӓщ⇕∏∙⇽ೞನⅻ․Ө↝↰⅚ዴඥዴ↳⇙∞⇰∞
⅙ᢿ↝ןλ↚ࠢ࠼ⅳ⅛ࣖݣ
∝Ӓщ⇕∏∙⇽ೞನⅻᥟሥϋᢿ↚ӓ↭↺↰⅚ᥟሥԗᡀ
⅙↝࣏ᙲ⇟∀∞⇟ⅻ↙ݲⅾ⅚ᨣᢿ↚ஊј⅛
∝ᥟሥ≋ჵெ≌↞∇∞⇑∞բ↾↉⅛

∝Can drill into Silt, gravel, cobble, boulder, soft rock.
∝A superiority in deep drilling.
∝Ensuring a high vertical accuracy.
∝Can inject sand, roots hardening material when
⅙underwater excavation.
∝Reduce the noise and vibration by using outer casing.

ឬ᭗ԗඬӧ⇼⇊⇶ࡸ٭∓⇻⇏∙⇛∞≋᧸᪦˯ถ⇑⇶∞˄≌‒≎
⇧∉⇩⇓∙⇖ࡸɶ᧸≋∙⇝∄∑⇼∞⇬ؗ᪦ˁಮ∝≌˄םඥ‒‚ཎᚩЈᫍɶ≌⅙

∝High-speed rotation press fitting.
∝Use low noise, low vibration compact press fitting machine.
∝To ensure reaction force necessary for press-fitting with two reaction ⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙
⅙force clamp mechanisms.
∝Can handle a wide range, because of two reaction force clamping mechanisms.
∝Effective for the narrow part.
∝For all kinds of Steel pipe (sheet pile) piles.

Vibrodriver+Chucking Type Internal Excavation Table Machine Method≋patent pending≌

∝ⅱ↸↵↺᠃≋ޖჽ∝ᄒឋ∝ޥᆢჽ∝⇼∓⇩⇕≌↚↖ࣖݣⅼ↺⅛
∝∝᠃ׅσਰ᧸ഥ∓∞∏∞↝̅ဇ↚↷↹⅚ਰѣᬳ᪦⇁˯ถↆ⅚
⅙ᚨችࡇ⇁ɥↁ↺⅛
∝⇶⇊⇼∓⇻⇏∙⇛∞ஜ˳∝∌⇱⇩⇮↚᧸᪦᧸ਰ∝ᬳ᪦ਰѣ˯ถ
⅙⇑⇶∞≋․•⁖‴Ъถ≌↝ӕ˄↚↷↹ᬳ᪦⅚ਰѣ⇁˯ถ⅛
∝⇧∉⇩⇓∙⇖ࡸɶ⅚↖∙⇝∄∑⇼∞⇬ؗɶ↺ↈ⇁ؗↂ↗↚↷⅙
⅙↹⅚⇟∏⇊∆↝⅚ᬳ᪦⇁˯ถ⅚םӝ⇁ᚨࢸ↝ᥟሥჵெ
⅙↧ᚨፗↈ↺ↂ↗↚↷↹⅚؈ↆ↱ӧᏡ⅛⅙⅙
∝ᬝѣเ⇁ɟ˳҄ↆ⅚⇎⇈∞ᬝѣࡸ↚ↆ⅚ᄊᄃ˺ಅ↚̅ဇↆ⇎
⅙⇈∞↝˷йᆰൢ⇁ᬝѣเ↗ↆ⇬∞⇼∑∄⇝∙⇁ᥟሥټᇢ↚⇧
⅙∉⇩⇓∙⇖⇡⇩⇮ↈ↺⅛ןೞ֥⇐⇊∑ɧᙲ⅚ٓם൲௨∝൦ឋ
⅙൲௨ↆ⅛
∝It can construct all the layers by the internal drilling method with air hammer.
∝By using the rotation and resonance inhibiting roller, to reduce vibration noise.
∝By installing a soundproof, anti-vibration and noise vibration reduction cover
⅙ (20dB reduction) to vibrodriver that can reduce noise and vibration.
∝To reduce scattering of slime and noise by chucking type internal excavation
⅙table machine.And it is possible to backfill by drilling the steel pipe sheet pile
⅙after installing the soil discharge port.

˯ᆰ᪽ೞ
Low Empty Head Type Pile Piling Machine

ఐɦ↳ދϋ∝ᢊሁ⅚˯ᆰ᪽↳
ᨣᆰ᧓ሁ↝ӈↆⅳவˑɦ↖یщ
⇁ႆੱ⅛
It is quite useful for severe conditions
such as under the bridge girder, indoor,
orbit, low empty head and narrow space.

ἒỸὅἈἭὊἽἡὅἰὊඥẅܱጚᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾ
Construction results of Down-the-Hole Method
ʙӸᾉἜỶἽ߷ࢌʙ

ʙӸᾉᢊᵒᵓӭὉɦܼܤᢊែʙ

Project Name: Nile River Suspension Bridge Construction

Project Name: Shimoakka Road Construction

ʙئᾉỸỾὅἒẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅ

ʙئᾉޥჄẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅ

Site: Uganda

Site: Iwate

ʙϋܾᾉέᘍЪ܉ʙ

ʙϋܾᾉέᘍЪ܉ʙ

Project: Preceding drilling construction

Project: Preceding drilling construction

ᥟሥᾉ᷑ᵔᵑᵎᴾẅᴾᧈᾉᴾᵪᵛᵐᵐᵌᵎᶋᴾᴾᴾ

ᥟሥᾉ᷑ᵔᵒᵎᴾẅᴾᧈᾉᵪᵛᵐᵖᵌᵖᾼᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾ

Madel: ᷑630 L=22.0m

Madel: ᷑640ẅL=28.8mᴾ

ʙӸᾉރᢊ൶ᐯѣᢊ᭗עғሥྸʙ

ʙӸᾉᰦ߷ἒἲɦ්ዸЏʙ

Project Name: Takano District Onomichi Matsue Motorway Constrction

Project Name: Kano River Dam Downstream
Deadline Construction

ʙئᾉ࠼Ⴤẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅ
Site: Hiroshima

ʙϋܾᾉέᘍЪ܉ʙ
Project: Preceding drilling construction

ᥟሥᾉ᷑ᵒᵕᵎᴾẅᧈᾉᴾᵪᵛᵏᵎᵎᶋᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾ
Madel: ᷑470 L=100m

ʙئᾉग़ۧჄẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅ
Site: Ehime

ʙϋܾᾉዸЏʙ
Project: Temporary deadline construction

ᥟሥᾉ᷑ᵖᵒᵎᴾẅᧈᾉᴾᵪᵛᵏᵑᵌᵎᶋᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾ
Madel: ᷑840 L=13.0mᴾᴾ

ʙӸᾉ߃ාลෙެܹࣄʙ

ʙӸᾉ௦ʙ

Project Name: Sakihama Fishing Port Coast Disaster Restoration Work

Project Name: Certain Construction

ʙئᾉޥჄẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅ

ʙئᾉᅦʟჄẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅ

Site: Iwate

Site: Fukui

ʙϋܾᾉμଆׅỼὊἽἃὊἉὅἂ

ʙϋܾᾉᥟሥჵெᚨʙ

Project: Perimeter rotation casing method

Project: Steel pipe sheet pile drilling

ᥟሥᾉ᷑ᵔᵑᵎᴾᴾᧈᾉᴾᵪᵛᵔᵌᵓ῍ᵏᵏᵌᵓᶋᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾ

ᥟሥჵெᾉ᷑ᵏᵎᵎᵎᴾẅჵெᧈᾉᵪᾌᵏᵖᵌᵓ῍ᵐᵎᵌᵎᶋᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾ

Madel: ᷑630 L= 6.5῍11.5m

Madel: ᷑1000 Lᾌ18.5῍20.0m
ᴾ

ʙӸᾉᰦδᵐᵐᵎӭཅఌٻɦᢿ

ʙӸᾉݱჽҾ߷ἒἲݰ൦ᚨᚨʙ

Project Name: Ushine Bridge Construction

Project Name: Koishiwaragawa Dam
Headrace Facilities Construction

ʙئᾉᰦδẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅ

ʙئᾉᅦޢჄ ẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅ

Site: Kagoshima

Site: Fukuoka

ʙϋܾᾉዸЏʙ

ʙϋܾᾉἼὅἂἥἕἚඥᴾዸЏჵெέᘍፗ੭

Project: Temporary deadline construction

ᥟሥჵெᵘ᷑ᵖᵎᵎᴾẅჵெᧈᾉᵪᵛᵒᵑᵌᵎᶋᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾ
Madel: ᷑800 L=43.0m

Project: Ring bit construction method,
Precedent replacement of coffering steel pipe sheet pile

ᥟሥᾉ᷑ᵔᵔᵎᴾẅᧈᾉᴾᵪᵛᵖᵌᵎ῍ᵏᵖᵌᵎᶋᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾ
Madel: ᷑660 L=8.0῍18.0m ᴾ

இૼᣃࠊᴾឬ˯ᬳ᪦Ὁ˯ਰѣᴾೞᴾᴾᴾឬ᭗ԗඬӧࡸ٭ןἢỶἨἿἧỻὅἇὊᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾ
Latest Urban, Low Noise, Low Vibration Type Pile Driver

ṲஇٻឪਰщᾉᵏᵎᵎῃἁἻἋᴾᴾVibration forceᾉ100t class

ṲஇٻឪਰщᾉᵐᵓᵎῃἁἻἋᴾᴾVibration forceᾉ250t class
ɭမஇٻኢ ᴾᣃࠊӧ٭ឬ᭗ԗඬ

Super High-Frequency Hydraulic Vibrodriver Performance

One of the world's largest vibrodrivers

Ultra low noiseὉUltra low vibrationὉExhaust emission control type

ᣃࠊӧ٭ឬ᭗ԗඬ
Urban type variable high-frequency vibrodriver

ˁಮᴾᴾᵱᵮᵣᵡᴾ

ᴾ

ҥˮᴾᴾᵳᶌᶇᶒᴾ

⁂⁆‵‣••›‶

Јщ ᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾ Ὰᵵᵍᵦᵮ
Hydraulic Power
࣎͞ἴὊἳὅἚᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾ
ᶋᵌᶉᶅ

ᵒᵓᵏᵍᵔᵏᵑ

இٻਰѣૠᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾ
ᵦᶘᵍᶐᶎᶋ
Maximum Frequency

ᵐᵑᵍᵏᵑᵖᵎ

Eccentric Moment

இٻឪਰщᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾ

ᵏᵐᵎ

ῃ
Driving Force
இࡽٻ৷щᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾ
ῃ

ᵐᵓᵓ

ឪਰᢿᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾ
Ὰᾶ
Power Unit Weight
ஜ˳ ᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᾺᾶ

ᵖᵐᵎᵎ

Extraction Force

Basic Weight

ᵏᵐᵎ

ᵏᵑᵑᵎᵎ

ᥟሥἓἵἕἁᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾ
Ὰᾶ
Chucking Weight
இٻਰࠢᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾ
ᾼᾼ

ᵒᵑᵎᵎ

ᧈẰᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾ
ᶋ
Length

ᵐᵌᵑᵎᵎ

ࠢᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾ
ᶋ
Width
ɶ࣎ࠢᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾ ᶋ
Thickness
᭗ẰᵆἁἻὅἩᵇẅ
ᶋ

Amplitude

Hight(Without Clamp)

ᵐᵗᵌᵑ

ˁಮᴾᴾᵱᵮᵣᵡᴾ

ᴾ

ҥˮᴾᴾᵳᶌᶇᶒᴾ

ᵑᵎᵔᵍᵒᵏᵓ

ᵏᵌᵓᵎᵓ
ᵎᵌᵖᵎᵎ

இٻਰѣૠᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾ
ᵦᶘᵍᶐᶎᶋ
Maximum Frequency

ᵑᵖᵌᵑᵍᵐᵑᵎᵎ

ᵑᵌᵎᵎᵎ

இٻឪਰщᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾ

ṲஇٻឪਰщᾉᵏᵓᵎῃἁἻἋᴾᴾVibration forceᾉ150t class

ᵏᵏᵖ

ឪਰᢿᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾ
Ὰᾶ
Power Unit Weight
ஜ˳ ᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᾺᾶ

ᵐᵒᵓᵓ

Basic Weight

Urban type variable high-frequency vibrodriver

ᧈẰᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾ
ᶋ
Length

ᵏᵌᵗᵕᵔ

ࠢᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾ
ᶋ
Width

ᵎᵌᵕᵕᵓ

ɶ࣎ࠢᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾ ᶋ
Thickness
᭗ẰᵆἁἻὅἩᵇẅ
ᶋ

ᵎᵌᵒᵎᵎ

ˁಮᴾᴾᵱᵮᵣᵡᴾ

ᴾ

ҥˮᴾᴾᵳᶌᶇᶒᴾ

ᵑᵖᵍᵐᵑᵎᵎ
ᵏᵎᵎ

ឪਰᢿᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾ
Ὰᾶ
Power Unit Weight
ஜ˳ᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᾺᾶ

ᵑᵓᵏᵎ

ᴾ

Јщᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾ Ὰᵵᵍᵦᵮ
࣎͞ἴὊἳὅἚᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾ
ᶋᵌᶉᶅ
Hydraulic Power

Eccentric Moment

இٻਰѣૠᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾ
ᵦᶘᵍᶐᶎᶋ
Maximum Frequency
இٻឪਰщᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾ

ᵒᵐᵖᵍᵓᵏᵒ

ᵑᵔᵌᵕᵍᵐᵐᵎᵎ

இٻਰѣૠᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾ
ᵦᶘᵍᶐᶎᶋ
Maximum Frequency

ᵑᵔᵌᵓᵍᵐᵏᵗᵎ

ឪਰᢿᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾ
Ὰᾶ
Power Unit Weight
ஜ˳ᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᾺᾶ

ᵒᵎᵎᵓ

Basic Weight

ᴾᵔᵎ

ᵔᵔᵏᵓ

Eccentric Moment

இٻឪਰщᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾ

ᵎᵋᵐᵖ

ῃ
இࡽٻ৷щᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾ
ῃ

ᵏᵒᵕ

ឪਰᢿᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾ
Ὰᾶ
Power Unit Weight
ஜ˳ᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᾺᾶ

ᵑᵏᵐᵎ

Driving Force

Extraction Force

Basic Weight

ᴾᵓᵎ

ᵓᵑᵐᵎ
ᵏᵓᵎᵎ

ᵏᵒᵌᵓ

ᥟሥἓἵἕἁᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾ
Ὰᾶ
Chucking Weight
இٻਰࠢᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾ
ᾼᾼ

ᧈẰᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾ
ᶋ
Length

ᵐᵌᵑᵎᵎ

ᧈẰᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾ
ᶋ
Length

ᵏᵌᵗᵐᵎ

ࠢᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾ
ᶋ
Width

ᵎᵌᵗᵐᵏ

ࠢᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾ
ᶋ
Width

ᵎᵌᵖᵗᵑ

ɶ࣎ࠢᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾ ᶋ
Thickness
᭗ẰᵆἁἻὅἩᵇẅ
ᶋ

ᵎᵌᵒᵎᵎ

ɶ࣎ࠢᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾ ᶋ
Thickness
᭗ẰᵆἁἻὅἩᵇẅ
ᶋ

ᵎᵌᵒᵓᵏ

ᥟሥἓἵἕἁᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾ
Ὰᾶ
Chucking Weight
இٻਰࠢᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾ
ᾼᾼ

ᵏᵔᵎᵎ

Amplitude

Hight(Without Clamp)

ᵐᵌᵑᵐᵕ

Amplitude

Hight(Without Clamp)

Clamping head

ᧈẰᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾ
ᶋ
Length

ᵏᵌᵗᵔᵓ

ࠢᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾ
ᶋ
Width

ᴾᵎᵌᵖᵓ

ɶ࣎ࠢᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾ ᶋ
Thickness
᭗ẰᵆἁἻὅἩᵇẅ
ᶋ

ᵎᵌᵑᵖᵎ

ᴾᵏᵏ

ᵐᵌᵏᵐᵎ

‿⁅‟․›‸⁈

ᵎᵋᵐᵗ

ᵑᵔᵖᵍᵓᵎᵎ

ᵏᵓᵕ

Extraction Force

ҥˮᴾᴾᵳᶌᶇᶒᴾ

Јщᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾ Ὰᵵᵍᵦᵮ
Hydraulic Power
࣎͞ἴὊἳὅἚᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾ
ᶋᵌᶉᶅ

ῃ
இࡽٻ৷щᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾ
ῃ
Driving Force

ᴾ

ṲἁἻὅἦὅἂἪἕἛ

ᴾᵒᵓᵎᵎ
ᴾᵗᵎᵎ

Hight(Without Clamp)

ˁಮᴾᴾᵱᵮᵣᵡᴾ

ᴾᵑᵎ

ᥟሥἓἵἕἁᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾ
Ὰᾶ
Chucking Weight
இٻਰࠢᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾ
ᾼᾼ
Amplitude

⁂⁆‵‥•‟›‸⁈‟⁅

ᵎᵋᵏᵕ

ῃ
Driving Force
இࡽٻ৷щᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾ
ῃ

Basic Weight

ҥˮᴾᴾᵳᶌᶇᶒᴾ

ᵏᵌᵗᵕᵔ

இٻਰѣૠᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾ
ᵦᶘᵍᶐᶎᶋ
Maximum Frequency

Extraction Force

Installing noise-proof vibration-proof cover to the main
body and power pack to reduce noise and vibration to
be lower than environmental standards(vibration 75
db/noise 85 db). It can use on sensitive environment
such as city center.The exhaust gas conforms to the
"offloading method" of construction in 2006 and also
clears the tertiary reference value. This is a pile driver
that places no burden on the natural environment.

⁂⁆‵‣ ›‸⁈

ᵐᵏᵓᵍᵐᵗᵐ

இٻឪਰщᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾ

ˁಮᴾᴾᵱᵮᵣᵡᴾ

ᵏᵔᵌᵑ

Јщᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾ Ὰᵵᵍᵦᵮ
Hydraulic Power
࣎͞ἴὊἳὅἚᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾ
ᶋᵌᶉᶅ
Eccentric Moment

Can construct oblique piles

ᴾᵑᵕᵏᵎ
ᴾᵗᵎᵎ

Hight(Without Clamp)

ӧᏡẅ

ᴾᵑᵎᴾ

ᥟሥἓἵἕἁᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾ
Ὰᾶ
Chucking Weight
இٻਰࠢᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾ
ᾼᾼ
Amplitude

ஜ˳ὉἣὁὊἣἕἁồ᧸᪦᧸ਰỽἢὊửӕ
˄ẬẆᬳ᪦Ὁਰѣử˯ถẰẶẆؾႾầܭ
ỜẺᬳ᪦ؕแίᵖᵓᶂᵠὸẆਰѣؕแίᵕᵓᶂᵠὸˌ
ɦểẲềẟỦẇᣃࠊɶ࣎ᢿỉợạỆज़ễ
ؾỂ˺ಅӧᏡẇЈỾἋỊẆᵐᵎᵎᵔ࠰
ỉẐỼἧἿὊἛඥẑỆᢘӳẲẆᇹᵑഏؕแ͌
ờἁἼỴẲềấụẆᐯؾỆờਃửẦẬ
ễẟೞẇ

ᵎᵋᵐᵎ

ῃ
Driving Force
இࡽٻ৷щᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾ
ῃ
Extraction Force

ᣃࠊӧ٭ឬ᭗ԗඬ

⁂⁆‵․•‟›‸⁈

Јщ ᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾ Ὰᵵᵍᵦᵮ
Hydraulic Power
࣎͞ἴὊἳὅἚᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾ
ᶋᵌᶉᶅ
Eccentric Moment

Ṳឬ˯ᬳ᪦Ὁឬ˯ਰѣὉỾἋݣሊ

ᵏᵖ

ᵐᵌᵐᵒᵎ

ˁಮᴾᴾᵱᵮᵣᵡᴾ

ᴾ

ҥˮᴾᴾᵳᶌᶇᶒᴾ

⁂⁆‵‣ ›‸⁈

Јщᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾ Ὰᵵᵍᵦᵮ
Hydraulic Power
࣎͞ἴὊἳὅἚᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾ
ᶋᵌᶉᶅ

ᵐᵐᵕᵍᵑᵎᵖ

இٻਰѣૠᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾ
ᵦᶘᵍᶐᶎᶋ
Maximum Frequency

ᵑᵖᵌᵑᵍᵐᵑᵎᵎ

Eccentric Moment

இٻឪਰщᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾ

ᵎᵋᵏᵔ

ῃ
Driving Force
இࡽٻ৷щᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾ
ῃ

ᵗᵔᵌᵓ

ឪਰᢿᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾ
Ὰᾶ
Power Unit Weight
ஜ˳ᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᾺᾶ

ᵐᵒᵎᵎ

Extraction Force

Basic Weight

For hat steel sheet pile

ɶݱἃὊἉὅἂဇ

ٻἃὊἉὅἂဇ

ᙐӳἁἻὅἩἉἋἘἲ

For medium and small casing

For big casing

Complex clamping system

ᵑᵔᵑᵓ
ᵑᵓᵎᵈᵐ

ᧈẰᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾ
ᶋ
Length

ᵏᵌᵗᵕᵔ

ࠢᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾ
ᶋ
Width

ᵎᵌᵕᵕᵓ

ɶ࣎ࠢᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾ ᶋ
Thickness
᭗ẰᵆἁἻὅἩᵇẅ
ᶋ

ᵎᵌᵒᵎᵎ

Hight(Without Clamp)

ἡἕἚᥟჵெဇ

For double U steel sheet pile

ᵐᵒᵌᵒ

ᥟሥἓἵἕἁᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾ
Ὰᾶ
Chucking Weight
இٻਰࠢᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾ
ᾼᾼ
Amplitude

ἒἨἽᵳᥟჵெဇ

For casing

ἃὊἉὅἂဇ

ᵏᵑᵌᵑ

ᵏᵌᵗᵕᵔ

ἢỶἨἿἧỻὅἇὊඥẅܱጚᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾ
Construction Results of the Vibrodriver
ʙӸᾉ᭗ჷჄ࠻ ஜ࠻ᑀሁ᎑ᩗો̲ɼ˳ʙ

ʙӸᾉଐ᭗ᐯѣᢊଐ᭗ထฌဣɦᢿʙ

Project Name: Government Building Earthquake-resistant Repair Work

Project Name: HokaidoẅHidaka-cho Kiyohata Bridge

ʙئᾉ᭗ჷჄ ẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅ

ʙئᾉ҅ෙᢊẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅ

Site: Kochi

Site: Hokaido

ʙϋܾᾉᾗᥟࡽ৷

ʙϋܾᾉᥟሥỿἵἕἩඥίᵬ͌ᾌᵑᵓᵎὸ

Project: Pulling up H steel pile

Project: Steel pipe pile cap methodίN-value = 350ὸ

ᵦᥟᾉᵦᵑᵓᵎẅᧈᾉᵪᵛᵑᵎᵌᵎᶋᴾᴾᴾ

ᥟሥᾉ᷑ᵏᵏᵎᵎẅᧈᾉᵪᵛᵏᵏ῍ᵑᵖᵌᵓᶋᴾᴾᴾ

Madel: H350 L= 30.0m

Madel: ᷑1100ẅL=11῍38.5mẅẅ

ඥᾉᵧᵡᵣᵐᵖᵰᵤ

ඥᾉᵮᵲᵡᵑᵎᵋᵦᵤᵴᵋᵱὉᵮᵲᵡᵏᵎᵎᵦᵢ

Method: ICE28RF

Method: PTC30-HFV-SὉPTC100HD

ʙӸᾉૼӸᅕ᭗ᡮᢊែங߷≋ɦᢿ≌ʙ

ʙӸᾉ௦ʙ

Project Name: Kizugawabashi(substructure) Construction

Project Name: Certain Construction

ʙئᾉʮᣃࡅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅ

ʙϋܾᾉμଆׅἃὊἉὅἂẅἊἵἱὅἂἚἻἨἽࡽ৷

Site: Kyoto

Project: Driving steel pipe pile indoor•EJamming avoidance

ʙϋܾᾉᥟჵெᚨίᵬ͌ᾌᵏᵑᵎὸ

ᥟሥᵘ᷑ᵐᵎᵎᵎẅᧈᵘᵪᵛᵔᵎᶋᴾᴾ

Project: Driving Steel sheet pileίN-value = 130ὸ

Madel: ᷑2000 L=60m

ᥟჵெᾉᵴẅᥟჵெᧈᾉᵪᵛᵑᵎᵌᵎᶋᴾᴾᴾ
Madel: V type L=30.0m

ඥᾉᵮᵲᵡᵏᵎᵎᵦᵢ

ඥᾉᵧᵡᵣᵐᵖᵰᵤὉᵮᵲᵡᵏᵎᵎᵦᵢὉᵫᵱᵋᵐᵖᵦᵤᵴ

Method: PTC100HDẅ

Method: ICE28RFὉPTC100HDὉMS-28HFV

ʙӸ≝Ҥଐஜᡯᑔૼئנٻᚨʙ

ʙӸᾉૼඑἒἲӕ൦ذʙ

Project Name: Ozai Factory Building

Project Name: New Katsurazawa Dam

ʙئ≝ٻЎჄ

ʙئᾉ҅ෙᢊẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅ

Site: Oita

Site: Hokaido

ʙϋܾ≝ᥟሥᚨ

ʙϋܾᾉṞˎዸЏẅᥟሥᵘ᷑ᵐᵎᵎᵎᴾᧈᾉᵪᵛᵏᵗᵌᵓ῍ᵒᵑᶋᴾ

Project: Driving Steel pipe pile

ᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾṟᥟሥჵெ൦ɶࡽ৷
Project: ṞTemporary deadline constructionẅ᷑2000 L=19.5~43m
ẅẅẅẅṟPulling up submerged steel pipe sheet piles

ᥟሥ≝₥••⅙ᧈ≯≠‣••†•⊐‒‒‒
Madel: ₥800⅙L=100.0m

ඥ≝‿⁅‟․›‸⁈∝⁂⁆‵‣••›‶

ඥᾉᵧᵡᵣᵏᵒᵏᵐᵡ

Method: MS-28HFV∝PTC100HD

Method: ICE1412C

ʙӸ≝ிʮᨥᆰลிʮᚨ໊ગӊʙ

ἧἻỶὅἂןἡὅἰὊඥẅẅẅFlying hammer

Project Name: Tokyo International Airport Tokyo Facility Lamps Dismantling
‒

Ӳᆔଏᙌ∝ᥟሥჵெ⇁⇵∙∄∞↚↕Ⴚએ
Directly hit various ready-made piles and steel pipe sheet piles with a hammer

ʙئ≝ிʮᣃ
Site: Tokyo

ʙϋܾ≝ᥟሥ൦ɶࡽ৷
Project: Pulling up submerged steel pipe pile

ᥟሥ≝ ₥⅙‒…†…‣ᧈ≝‾≠…•⊐‒‒‒
Madel: ₥914.4⅙L=40m

ඥ≝※‵‷‣…‣․‵

ఠૅਤᥟሥᚨ

Method: ICE1412C

Pier support pile installation

ᚨ
Oblique pile installation

᧸᪦∝᧸ਰݣሊ
Soundproofing / vibration

NETIS SK-130006-A
Super Guide Pile (SGP) Method
ἋὊἣὊỾỶἛἣỶἽᵆᵱᵥᵮᵇඥᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾ
⅙⇟∞⇷∞⇒⇊⇯⇷⇊∑ඥ↗↞⅚έᘍకϋ↝έᇢ↚⅚ᄒឋޥႴᄊᄃ
ဇ↝ཎഷ⇧⇩⇽∝⇹⇩⇮⇁ӕ˄ↀ⅚⇞∉⇩⇮ሥ↳⇎⇈∞ሥ⇁ᣐͳↆέ
ᘍ↚↕ᚨↆࡽ৷ࢸ⅚ஜ↗↙↺Ӳ⇁ᡂ↯ඥ↖ⅱ↺⅛‚ࡽ৷↚
ఌُ̬܉⅚ᜱදλӧᏡ‛

⇟∞⇷∞⇒⇊⇯⇷⇊∑ඥ⅙ᥟჵெᡂ

⇟∞⇷∞⇒⇊⇯⇷⇊∑ඥ⅙ᥟሥᡂ

ᥟჵெ↝ئӳ

ᥟሥ↝ئӳ

Ⅎݰᚨፗ

ℴέᘍࡽ৷ ℵᥟჵெᡂ

ℳέᘍᡂ

⇕∓∞∏∞⇕−∞∙

ℳέᘍᥟሥᡂ

Ⅎݰᚨፗ

ℴέᘍᥟሥࡽ৷

ℵᥟሥᡂ

έᘍᚨϙჇ

⇕∓∞∏∞⇕−∞∙
έᘍᚨϙჇ

⅙Super Guide Pile Method is a method for pile drilling . First, mounting the special chip and bit for
hard rock crushing to the edge of the preceding guidance pile, then using the preceding guidance
pile which is set jet tube or air tube to drilling, after pulling it out, drilling the main pile in the
ground. (Can inject roots hardening material or hole wall protection member when pulling out )
ᩓѣ⇶⇊⇼∓

ᩓѣ⇶⇊⇼∓
ݰ

έᘍ

ᥟჵெ

ݰ

⇶⇊⇼∓⇻⇏∙⇛∞
ᥟሥ

έᘍ
⇶⇊⇼∓⇻⇏∙⇛∞

⇞⇍⇩⇮ሥ
έᘍέᇢᙀࢍϙჇ
ᥟჵெᚨཞඞ
έᘍέᇢᙀࢍϙჇ
έᘍέᇢᙀࢍϙჇ

ཎࣉ‒Advantage
∝ೞ↞⅚ؾႾؕแ‚ਰѣ ‧⁖⁔∝ᬳ᪦‧⁖⁔‛ˌɦ↚ોᑣↆឬ᭗ԗ
⅙ඬᣃࠊ⇼⇊⇶ן∓⇻⇏∙⇛∞⇁̅ဇ⅛‒
∝ܹݣሊ↗ↆ↕⅚ඕ߷∝ඝެᢿ↝᧸ءᙀࢍʙ↳⅚˰݅ܡᨼ↝↖ע
⅙ʙ↚ⅹⅳ↕ဇ↖ⅼ↺ඥ⅛
∝‣Ө↝ೞ↖இИⅺ↸இࢸ↭↖ɟᝦↆ↕⇁ᘍⅵ↝↖⅚ೞ
⅙↝ᣐፗ੭ⅷ↝࣏ᙲⅻ↙ⅾ⅚ჺ↗ᝲЪถ⇁ܱྵ⅛
∝‒˺ಅ∊∞⇯↝⇕⅚ݱ−∞∙Ꮱщ↚↷↺ᢒុᩉⅻӧᏡ⅛
∝Use the vibrodriver which has improved to reduce vibration and noise to be lower than ⅙⅙⅙
⅙environmental standards(vibration 75 db/noise 85 db).
∝Can take advantage of embankment reinforcement work of the rivers or coastal areas, ⅙⅙⅙
⅙and pile construction in densely populated areas.
∝Shorten the work period and reduce cost by just using one machine during the construction.
∝Can reduce the work yard, the long-range pile drilling is possible by crane capacity.

έᘍࡽ৷ሖ

൦ɶ⇬⇮∏∃⇩⇮ᝦλཞඞ
Underwater tetrapod intrusion situation

ᥟሥ‚ჵெ‛‒έᘍ⇞⇍⇩⇮∝⇎⇈∞ᣐሥ̊
Steel pipe piles (sheet piles) preceding jet/air tube

ᥟჵெᡂ

έᘍ

ೞஜ˳‒᧸᪦᧸ਰ⇑⇶∞ӕ˄

Preceding guidance pile

Vibrodriver≋inoise-proof vibration-proof

ᥟჵெᄒޥᝦλཞඞ
Steel sheet pile
hard rock intrusion situation

›ᥟ‒έᘍ⇞⇍⇩⇮∝⇎⇈∞ᣐሥ̊
H steels preceding jet/air tube

cover installation)

ᥟჵெ‒έᘍ⇞⇍⇩⇮∝⇎⇈∞ᣐሥ̊
Steel sheet piles preceding jet/air tube

ኵᇌࡸᐯᑋᑖᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾ
Sectional Self-Propulsion Work Barge

NETIS SK-160002-A
ኵᇌࡸᐯᑋᑖỊẆჺ᧓ίᵏ᧓ὸỂኵᇌềỦẮểầỂẨẆᡮ
ởẦỆ˺ಅѣỆӕụੑẦỤủỦẇଆׅỆΟủỦỺὅἊὅử
ᵐؕ᠍ẆׅݱụầјẨẆᆆѣầἋἲὊἌỆᘍảỦẇᆢᒵầ
ễẟئӳỊẆ൦ขᵔᵎᶁᶋẝủịẆᐯᑋỂẨỦẺỜẆແỆấ
ẬỦมʙễỄỆࣖݣỂẨỦẇộẺẆᡫࠝỉ˺ಅᑔầλ
ủễẟ˯ᆰ᧓ỉئỂờ˺ಅầӧᏡỂẝỦẇ
ⅨˁಮⅩ
∝൦ข •⁕ ᐯឥ
∝⇎∙⇞∙ᬔщ ‒․ؕ᠍
∝Ўлᧈ⊐•†⁷ࠉ․†‧⊐⁷᭗ↄ‣†‧⊐⅙…ؕ
∝ݡඥμᧈ‣‣†‧ ‒⁷‒ࠉ‒ •†⁷‒᭗ↄ‣†‧ ‒‒‒

The Sectional Self-Propulsion Barge can be assembled in a short amount
time (1 hour), and can begin work immediately. It is equipped with two
engines that gives the barge excellent maneuverability. When there is
no cargo onboard, it can be navigated through water only 60cm deep,
thus dredging in shallow water is possible. The barge also fit in tight
spaces that normal barges would not be able to enter.

<SPEC>
∝Navigate through water 60cm deep
∝2 66ps engines
∝Divide the float into 4 parts L9.0m ⁷ W2.5m ⁷ H1.5m
∝ Size⅙ L11.5m ⁷ W9.0m ⁷ H1.5m‒

ᐯᑋӨᑔኵᇌ≋≔᧓≌

నɦᆰ᧓↖ᑋᘍӧᏡ

ແ↖˺ಅӧᏡ

Barge assembly time 1hr

Ability to pass under a bridge with overhead height

Able to work in shallow water

ኵᇌࡸᐯᑋᑖඥ ܱጚᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾ
Construction results of Sectional Self-propulsion Work Barge
ʙӸᾉעᩗ᭗ກᇹᵏᵎᵋᵗӭᦟ߷עᩗݣሊʙ

ʙӸᾉᇹᵏᵑᵋᵕӭɦဋ߷עᩗ᭗ກݣሊʙ

Project Name: Kagamigawa EarthquakeẅCountermeasure Workẅẅẅẅ
ẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅ

Project Name: Shimoda River Earthquake
ẅ
Storm Surge Countermeasure Work

ʙئᾉ᭗ჷჄ ẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅ
Site: Kochi

ʙϋܾᾉมẆἨἿἕἁગӊ
Project: DredgingὉBlock removal

ʙئᾉ᭗ჷჄẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅ
Site: Kochi

ʙϋܾᾉἨἿἕἁᆢᡂẆˎᢃ˺ಅ
Project: Block loadingὉTemporary transportationẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅ
ẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅ

ʙӸᾉลዜᇹᵎᵔᵋᵎᵏӭ᭗ჷลዜਤ̲ጣʙ

ʙӸᾉᵐᵕ࠰ࡇ൶ἠӝ߷ඕ߷ો̲ʙ

Project Name: Kochi Port of Maintenance and Repair Work
ẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅ

Project Name: Konoguchi River Renovation Work
ẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅ

ʙئᾉ᭗ჷჄ ẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅ

ʙئᾉ᭗ჷჄ ẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅ

Site: Kochi

Site: Kochi

ʙϋܾᾉม

ʙϋܾᾉม

Project: Dredging

Project: Dredging

Ẹỉ˂ẅ̬ஊᑔᑑᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾ
Other Ships
⇻∓∞⇮ࡸ൦ᨕɲဇ˺ಅ‒⅙⅙⅙⅙Platform Amphibious Vehicle

⇻∓∞⇮ኵᇌӨᑔ‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒Float Assembly Barge

↚᧙̞↙ⅾ⅚ᡫࠝ↝⇶⇩⇕∁⇌↖↞̛λɧ
ӧᏡ↙עࢊ᠂⅚࠘עႴ↖↱ឥᘍӧᏡ⅛

∝⇻∓∞⇮‣ᨶ≝⊐•†⁷․†‧⊐⁷․†•⊐
∝᠍ೞ≝⇕∓∞∏∞⇕−∞∙‥‧⊗≋⇻∓∞⇮‣…ᨶ≌‡⅙
‒‒⇻≋⊗•∓∞⇮․…ᨶ≌‡‣․•⊗≋⇻∓∞⇮․ ᨶ≌‒

The backhoe provides the added ability to operate
in marshy or soft ground.

∝One floatᲴ9.0m⁷2.5m⁷2.0m
∝LoadᲴcrawler crane 35t(14 floats)/
crawler crane 90t(24 floats)/
crawler crane 120t(27 floats)

∝ ․†‧≝⊗†⁷‥†‥… ⁷․†•
∝‥•⊗≝ ‧․†⁷ †․• ⁷‥†․•

⇟⇷⇩⇯Өᑔ‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒ Spud Barge

⁅‷⁂Өᑔ⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙⅙‒‒SEP Barge

⇟⇷⇩⇯⇁ෙࡁ↚ᆳᇌ⅚Өᑔ⇁⅛ܭ
∝⇻∓∞⇮≝…‧⊐⁷‣‧⊐⁷․†‧⊐
∝ᆢ᠍≝‣•••⊗
∝⇟⇷⇩⇮≝…ஜ

ᐯࠁଞᨀࡸӨᑔ≶≨≳⅛⅙⅙⅙
↕↚⇓⇩∉⇞ןӨᑔ⇁ඬ᭗ↄ↷↹ɥ↚⇞∉⇩
⇓⇈⇩⇽ↆ⅚∝ກ්∝↚ࢨ᪪ↄ↻↉⅚ܤ
↊ↄܭ᭗ችࡇ↙˺ಅ⇁ӧᏡ↗ↈ↺⅛‒

Stand up the spud on the seabed to fix the
platform.
∝FloatᲴ45m⁷15m⁷2.5m
∝LoadᲴ1000t
∝SpudᲴ4

Self-lifting platform ship SEP. A boat that jacked up
the piling machine platform boat above the wave
height with a hydraulic jack. That can stabilize it and
enable high-precision work.

నໜ౨ᙀ̲‒්ׅӓᑖ‒‒

ࡽᑔ⅙੬ᥰᑔ

Өᑔ‒‒‒‒

Bridge Inspection, Repair and Flotsam Recovery Barge

Towboat, Anchor Handing Boat

Flat Barge

∝⇻∓∞⇮≝⊐‧†⁷․†․⊐⁷‣†‧⊐‚≖Ўл‛
∝⇌⇏∞⇥∞⇞⇍⇩⇮⇛⇊⇯⇟∏⇟⇥∞˄
∝⇟⇷⇩⇮≝․ஜ
∝᭗˺ಅ᠍≋నᏩໜ౨≌

ȷFloatᲴ9.5mg2.2mg1.5m
ȷAttachmentᲴwater jet side thruster
ȷSpudᲴ2
ȷLoadᲴaerial work platform

∝Јщ‣‧•⁂⁅≝‧†‥ ⁷‣† ⁷•†
∝Јщ․‧•⁂⁅≝‒† ⁷‥†․ ⁷‣†‣
∝Јщ…‧•⁂⁅≝†‧ ⁷‥†• ⁷•†

ȷPower150PSᲴ5.3mg1.7mg0.7m
ȷPower250PSᲴ 8.9mg3.2mg1.1m
ȷPower450PSᲴ8.5mg3.0mg0.9m

∝ӵᏡщ⅙‣․•⊗≝‥․ ⁷‣ ⁷․†
∝ӵᏡщ⅙․••⊗≝…‧ ⁷‣‧ ⁷․†

ȷHanging abilityų120ᳮᲴ32mg16mg2.6m
ȷHanging abilityų120ᳮᲴ45mg15mg2.8m

᧸ᙌԼẅᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾ
Disaster Products
ඬᢤᩊ⇝⇍∑⇥∞‒‒‒‒‒‒⅙⅙⅙⅙Tsunami Refuge Shelter

ʴᢊ‒‒‒‒‒‒⅙⅙⅙⅙Footbridge

Ὁ ݡẅẅẅẅᴾᴾඥᾉᴾᧈẰᵐᵌᵗᶋᴾᶣᴾࠉᵏᵌᵗᶋᴾᶣᴾ᭗Ằᵏᵌᵔᶋ
Ὁ ܭẅẅẅẅᴾᴾՃᾉᴾᵔӸ
Ὁᆢ ᴾ᠍ᴾᴾᴾᴾᾉᴾᵑᵎᵎᶉᶅᴾᴾᴾ
Ὁ ᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾឋᾉᴾᾕᵰᵮ
Ὁೞ ᴾᏡᴾᴾཎᴾᴾࣉᾉᴾᐯᑋẆᝮԼኛẆѣࡸỉෙ൦൦҄ᘺ
ẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅᴾᴾͳửᘺፗӧᏡẆỿἵὅἩẆᤊụሁ
ᴾᴾ
ὉࣱᏡᄩᛐ᬴ܱᾉ ᠃͂ឪẨɥầụ᬴ܱẆᓳɦ᬴ܱẆᴾᴾ
ᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾ
ᘔએ᬴ܱẆේ൦᬴ܱሁ
Ὁ Size:L2.9m ᶣ W1.9m ᶣ H1.6m
ὉWeight capacity:300kg
ὉMaterial:FRP
ὉAdvantageᾉself-navigation, valuables storage, seawater purification
equipment, camp, etc.
ὉTestᾉself-righting, drop, impact, flood test and other various tests.

ੲ⇹∞⇶∞‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒⅙⅙⅙⅙Rescue Boat Beaver

Ὁ ẅẅẅẅẅᾉᴾᵓᵎᵎᶉᶅ
Ὁ ẅẅẅẅẅឋᾉᴾỴἽἱ
Ὁನ ẅẅẅẅẅᡯᾉᴾ˦ᵑെࡸẆࠇẨỸỶὅἓử̅ဇẲẆẅẅẅẅ
ẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅ˦ბӧᏡ
Ὁஇ ᴾٻᴾᴾᴾࡨᴾᧈᾉᴾᵏᵓᵌᵎᶋ
Ὁஇ ᴾݱᴾᴾᴾӓᴾᾉᴾᵓᵌᵓᶋ
Ὁஇٻᆢ᠍ᾉ ٻʴᵐӸẅᵏᵒᵎᶉᶅίᵕᵎᶉᶅᶣᵐӸὸ
Ὁ ẅẅẅẅẅᚨᾉᴾʴщỉỚࡽ˦ࡸ˦
Ὁᢃ ẅẅẅẅẅᾉᴾЎᚐẆᢃӧᏡ
ὉWeight: 500kg
ὉMaterial: aluminum
ὉStructure: telescopic three-stage.Using the hand-rolled winch to telescopic.
ὉMaximum extension: 15.0m
ὉMin contraction: 5.5m
ὉThe maximum loading weight: 2 adults 140kg (70kg ᶣ 2 persons)
ὉErection: human power
ὉTransportation: decomposition type, transportable

⇻∓∞⇮ࡸඬᢤᩊᑖ‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒⅙⅙Platform style Tsunami Evacuation Boat

ὉяᨛầᇌẼλủễẟүᨖễྵئỆʴԡяỆӼẦẟẆੲཋửᡛỦẇ
Ὁዴદ˺ỂᵑᵎᵎᾼҞࢲỉஊᙻမᢃဇẇ
Ὁӱ൦ɥỆͳảẺἩἿἬἻਖ਼ᡶể૾ӼᑐỆợẾềẆᅃở
ᴾ൦ᒬሁầạ൦᩿ửឥᘍẴỦẇ
Ὁ൦᩿ɥỆạݲٶỉූᢂཋờʈụឭảỦʙầЈஹỦẇ
ὉѣщเỊẆᩓѣἴὊἑὊࡸểẆỾἏἼὅỺὅἊὅἑỶἩầᢠỔỦẇ
ὉἥἙỼỽἳἻởӲᆔᚇยೞử᠍Ẳྵئỉᛦ௹ầᘍảỦẇ
ὉSaving lives in the dangerous areas where rescue team cannot get into.
ὉSending relief goods.
ὉVisual use within a 300m radius by ria remote control.
ὉGetting over obstacles on water.
ὉElectric motor or gas engine types.
ὉAbility to load the video cameras or other types of observation tools on
board to investigate the site.

ඬᢤᩊ⇥∕∞‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒⅙⅙‒‒Tsunami Evacuation Tower

‒

‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒

Ὁܤᴾᴾᴾμᴾᴾᴾࣱᾉẅ˰ൟầܤμỆᢤᩊỂẨẆඬỆݣẲềҗЎễ᎑щửஊẴỦನᡯểẲẆ
ẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅඬỆợỦ්ཋỆݣẴỦૅ௵ᙀࢍửẲẺನᡯểẴỦẇ
Ὁӧᴾᴾᴾ٭ᴾᴾᴾࣱᾉᴾᴾඬỉेܭ᭗Ằầ٭ỆễẾẺئӳẆ᭗Ằầ٭ӧᏡễૅ௵ࢍࡇỂᚨᚘẴỦẇ
Ὁඥҥኝ҄ᾉ ٻೞử̅ဇẲễẟᚨඥỉဇᵆɥᢿעኵἊἵἕỿỴἕἩᚨὸ
ὉನᴾᡯᴾᚘᴾምᾉᴾඬᢤᩊἑὁὊܱἾἫἽỉؕஜᚨᚘểನᡯᚘምᵆ්ཋỆợỦᘔએщửԃớᵇẆ
ẅẅẅẅẅẅẅᴾᴾᴾӏỎ෩ཞ҄ểؕᄽỆݣẴỦನᡯᚘምẇ
ὉኺᴾᴾᴾฎᴾᴾᴾࣱᾉᴾᢿỉἩἾἡἨ҄ỆợỦჺểᝲЪถửܱྵẴỦẇ
Ὁᨦܹᎍݣሊᾉ ࠇࡸἆὅἛἻửᚨፗẲềấụẆ᨞െửɥầỦẮểầỂẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅ
ẅẅẅẅẅẅẅẅᴾẨễẟ૾ờᢤᩊẴỦẮểầӧᏡỂẝỦẇ
Ὁ᩼ࠝဇᚨͳᾉ ٽᨗήႆᩓỆợỦ᧓ٸỉᢤᩊἑὁὊồỉហᑥᛔ˂໊ݰẇ
ὉSafetyᾉThe tower is designed to have sufficient strength for resistance against waves and drifting debris.
ὉEconomyᾉCost reduction by prefabrication.
ὉVariabilityᾉIf the expected height of the tsunami has been changed, it is designed in the mutable column strength for height.
ὉSimplification:Adated constrution method without using big machine(Using the prefabricated parts and on site assembly and
jack up method.)
ὉShorten the work period:Shorten the work period by reducing the assembly time on the job site by more usage of prefabricated parts.
ὉDesign:Implemented basic and detailed design gives sufficient strength for resistance against waves and drifting debris.
ὉFor the disabledᾉ Provided with Hand-winding Type Gondla.
ὉEmergency EquipmentᾉRed solar powered lights can be used to guide relief aid to the tower.

ὉᢤᩊᑖӓܾʴՃᵐᵎ῍ᵏᵎᵎʴೞᏡẇ
Ὁ්ủềờΨỆỦ᠃ᙴẲễẟನᡯᴾ
Ὁ້μ˳൦ᘺፗӕ˄
Ὁᘔએࢍࡇᥟெᵕᶋᶋ̅ဇ
Ὁෙ൦൦҄ᘺፗửᚨፗᴾ
Ὁٽᨗήႆᘺፗ˄
ὉἰἼὅဇἧἻἕἉἷἚỶἾ˄
ὉᘓᩓᛅᚨፗӧᏡ
Ὁ໑ЈẲኋẆᵏὈஉЎኛ
ὉAccommodate about 20~100 people.
ὉEquipments ᾉindoor flush toilet, satellite phone, fire sprinkler system, desalination
facilities, seawater / freshwater water purification equipment, and so on.
ὉUsing impact strength steel plate 7mm.
ὉIt does not capsize.
ὉIt can store enough food for one month.

ࠇⅼࡸ⇚∙⇯∏‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒⅙⅙⅙⅙Hand-Winding Type Gondla
Ὁࠇᴾᴾᴾɥᴾᴾᴾậᴾᴾᴾѣᴾᴾщᴾᾉᴾʴщ
Ὁஇᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾٻᴾẅᴾᴾᆢᴾᴾᴾᴾ᠍ᴾᾉᴾᵑᵓᵎᶉᶅίӋᎋ̊ὸ
ὉܭẅẅẅẅẅẅᴾẅẅẅᴾՃᴾᾉᴾᵓӸίᵕᵎᾺᾶᵍᴾʴὸ
ὉܭᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾẅᴾᴾᴾᡮẅẅࡇᴾᾉᴾᵏʴࠇᵛᵓᶋᵍЎẆᵐʴࠇᵛᵏᵎᶋᵍЎ
ὉἆὅἛἻẦắஊј᩿ᆢᾉᵏᵌᵑᶋᶣᵏᵌᵕᶋ
ὉHoisting power: human power
ὉWeight capacityᾉ350kg
ὉCapacity: 5 people (70kg / person)
ὉRated speed: 5m/min( roll up by 1 person )
ὉGondola area:1.3mᶣ1.7m

᭗ჷɺ᭗ẅҤೞئὉ᧸ਗໜ
ίఇᵇ᭗ჷɺ᭗ҤئỊẆҤᾘᾒᡈẪỉ᭗ӨỆૢͳẰủềấụẆ᧸ਗໜểẲềờ
̅ဇỂẨỦẇࡨỔ᩿ᆢᵐᵊᵎᵎᵎὮỉئửᇛẲẆئỂૼᙌԼὉૼඥửႆẲẆע
؏ỉܤμὉႆޒỆѐỜềẟỦẇộẺẆئὉፗئỆᥟửࠝͳẲềấụẆұЈᒵ
ỂẨỦ˳СửૢảềẟỦẇ

KOCHI MARUTAKA

New Disaster Prevention Bases and New Factory

ᥟ∝ᑔᑑ↝̬ஊ

Holding of steels and vessels

ᥟỉٻ̬ஊỆợụẆඕ߷Ὁෙެ᧸ءᙀࢍʙẆዬ࣯ʙễỄỆұࣖݣỂẨỦẇ
Able to immediately handle to river works, coastal embankment reinforcement pile constructions and emergency works by large volume holding of steels.

The Nankoku Factory can be used as a disaster prevention center as soon as possible. The total area of the
factory is about 2000Ὦ. We are not only developing new methods and products in the factory, but also
striving for improved safety and development of the region .

ఐ

Bridge girder

ᙴெ

ᥟሥ⅙Steel pipe pile

Lining board

⁅‵⅙᪽⇓∉⇩⇽
Pile cap of SqC bridge

᭗ჷૼลፗئ
᭗ჷૼล

New Kochi Port storage area

ᥟፗئ

Steel yard at New Kochi Port

םသഥ൦∝עႴોᑣ∝ᥟሥ⇙∙⇕∐∞⇮∝
ᥟ‚ሥ‛ჵெ‡›ᥟ৷∝⇈∙⇑∞∝ˎᚨఠನӨ∝ᯛ∝ם
ɟᑍםங∝ᚐ˳ʙ∝Ӳᆔೞೞᥟ૰∐∞⇟ᝤ٥ɟࡸ⅛
Cut-off method for the earth retaining/ground improvement method/concrete pile
execution method/steel sheet pile or h steel punching work/anchor work/temporary
pier/earthwork/civil engineering/demolition work/all types of heavy machinery equipment
and steel material are lease or sales.
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Ship yard at New Kochi Port
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